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FROM THE PREZ
Five years ago my then under 18s team lost a gripping Grand Final to Greystanes via a golden goal - the loss
hurt and it cut deeply. What I remember the most is how Greystanes sang and celebrated after the win. It
was like a cold steel dagger to the heart but strangely I was still impressed with their jubilation and singing.
The song they sang was “When The Saints Come Marching In”, mostly because it was the only song they all
knew the words to, but everyone singing was still a pretty cool way to celebrate… and I haven’t forgotten.
When our club was formed – and from my continuing research that appears to be at least 1898, but more
about that in future newsletters – the Granville, Harris Park and Parramatta areas were a vastly different
area to what we have today.
For decades our area, being the birthplace of soccer football
in Australia, was predominantly an Anglo-Celtic area.
Granville, Rosehill and Harris Park in particular was filled
with Scottish, Irish and English migrants who came to the
area bringing with them their working class culture and
traditions… and of course the game of soccer football.
Today, we are perhaps the most diverse club in the
Association with players and parents representing EVERY
continent on planet earth. This diversity adds to the
richness of ideas and cultures for us to share… but what
about traditions?
One football tradition (for all codes) that has increased in
popularity in recent years is to sing a victory song after the
game… after each victory, to be exact. I am not sure if our
club has ever had a victory song, but for the past 52 years
(which is how long Vince Wyatt our Treasurer has been with
our club), Vince cannot recall one. Whilst this is
disappointing to know that there may have been a victory
or club song decades ago that has been lost over time, it
affords a great opportunity to start a new tradition now.
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The Under 17s sing the victory song after
progressing in the State Cup on Sunday
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Last year I wrote the words to a new club Victory Song for my under 16s, sung to the tune of the US Marine
Hymn. It has a real traditional feel. It wasn’t contemporary but by the middle of the season we were
singing it regularly and the words grew on the team to the point where they made it their own.
This season the Youth Div 1 (under 17s) have started to sing it again and now even my under 13s are sharing
in the celebrations too. They like the words and are having fun singing after each victory. I know their
parents are also very happy watching their children celebrate with this new tradition I think we are
collectively starting for the club.
You can see the Youth Div 1 team celebrating and singing the Victory Song after their State Cup win on the
Granville Waratah SFC Facebook page now:
https://www.facebook.com/Granville-Waratah-SFC-1356698964369454/
Expect to see it sung a few more time this season! If you want to share in the fun, then here are the words
below for your team to learn. With any luck we will get a chance sing it loud and proud on Grand Final
day…and who knows… maybe against Greystanes!

Who are we?
GRANVILLE
Who are we?
GRANVILLE
We are the mighty Granville Waratah
We wear the blue and gold with pride
We fear none and conquer all
We don’t run and we don’t hide
We play it hard play it fast and we play all game
ONWARDS TO VICTORY!
We give it all out on the field
And leave the rest to history.
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FROM THE SECRETARY
Games on both Saturday and MONDAY this coming weekend!!!
We will be playing both Saturday and Monday (Queens Birthday public holiday) this coming weekend.
Saturday is round 9, Monday is Round 10. The reason for Monday is to catch up on one of the rounds we
missed due to wet weather at the beginning of the season.
Both Saturday and Monday’s games are appearing in the list from the “Draws & Results” button on the web
site, but you will have to scroll down to see the Monday games.
Note that Monday game schedules were changed yesterday (Monday the 5th) - so please check times again
if you have already looked at them.

Possible Wet Weather
An east coast low is forming up. It looks like we will be lucky and it will stay far
enough off the coast to have minimal impact on our dry fields. Remember to use
the website and FaceBook page for details. If council closes the field for training, we
will have messages on the website by 3:30. No message means things continue as
normal.
If the field is open but it is raining at training time (say 5:30), then no training. If we have light passing
showers, we leave it to the coaches to decide - older kids often train under these conditions, or have team
meetings.
Remember that Saturday games are on unless the field has been closed, even if wet at the time. Also check
the website before coming to the field if it has been wet.

Game Attendance
We have had a couple of cases of not enough players turning up for away games requiring us to forfeit (not
play) matches. This is not much fun for those who did turn up from both teams. Please, away games are
part of the fun and we need as good an attendance at them as at home! If we have to forfeit then the club
is fined $200. If repeated, the association may eject the team.
Also note that it is important you let your coach know if you can’t make it to a game - just a text message
will do. The coach needs to know who will be there to plan the game. If we don’t have enough players then
we need to let the other team know as early as possible.
Please work out where you are going and what time you are needed well before Saturday morning. If you
have an early start at somewhere you don’t know, you will likely miss your game.
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BECOME A FEMALE REFEREE FOR FREE!
Our district soccer and referees associations are very keen to increase the
numbers and quality of our female referees and are offering 10 Refereeing
Scholarships to eliminate any start-up costs associated with becoming a FFA
licensed official.
All your training, uniforms, equipment is covered and there will be a
Referees course conducted during this month with female instructors. The
association will do it’s best to schedule appointments around your current
football commitments and there is good money to be made.
If you are even the little bit interested, get in contact with the club regarding this as soon as possible, as it is
first come, first considered.

MATCH REPORTS
It is our intention to feature in every newsletter every match report we receive. Coaches, managers and
parents, please organise among you to ensure someone is selected to write a report of the match.

We are also now choosing the best report to be the featured match report, this week it goes
to our under 17s Youth team. Thanks to Noel sending it in!
Photos of the round go to Under 11s. Thanks to Charles for sending them it!

Under 17s in the State Cup – Featured Match Report
In my 20 years of coaching, I have entered the State Cup on four occasions and lost every time in the first
round. So I approached this game with some nervousness but confident in the knowledge that if my team
plays its best, we will win. In 20 years of coaching this group is the most talented group I have coached, and
so while my expectation is high, of course that doesn’t mean we should win.
Redfern Raiders were an unknown opposition from the Eastern Suburbs Football Association and topping
their competition. After 10 minutes we could see they were well coached and a very good team, but my
boys lifted and we were playing very good soccer. The fullbacks were determined not give the raiders a shot
and we had them covered for speed up front. They were moving the ball around well but we were moving it
a little better. We had some very good patches and the combination of Ahmad, Rohith and Eray in the
middle was working like clockwork but Redfern were sharp and hungry too, the marginal difference was our
flanks and how we stretched their defences.
Just like 24 hours earlier, as the boys tired and substitutions were made, we let the opposition back into the
game and they pressured us before half time. In a touch of de ja vu, at the break coach Cem and I delivered
a similar half time message to the one we gave against Merrylands, stay the game plan, stay sharp, play
wide and move the ball around the park, the goal(s) will come.
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It was another close second half start but unlike the day before, the team lifted and adhered to the game
plan. Though we were slightly ahead in our control of the game we respected the opposition’s ability to
quickly hurt us. With 15 minutes to go, a strong period of play saw the ball move down the right flank with a
flying Franklin outpacing his defender, to hit a low cross hard into the goal mouth... after a pinball machine
of shots and blocks, the ball found an open and deserving Anaya to strike a hard shot into the back of the
net! We were one goal to the good and now we had to resist the attacks that we knew were coming!
They come at us with raid after raid, on the ground and in the air but the fullbacks were centurions who
refused to buckle. Abz and Player of the Match Taw were both
especially good as they often were the last player to beat…
but they were not beaten. As we got closer to full time the
Raiders pushed everyone up as it was now do or die. We kept
rotating the substitutes to keep fresh legs on the park and the
team played for each other. It was a thrilling few last minutes
where we counter-attacked and missed opportunities to close
out the game but the team played as brothers shoulder to
shoulder and when the full time whistle was blown, we
deserved to sing our victory song! And sing it we did… loud
and proud!
We made history… for the coach at least!
The quarter-final is on Sunday 18th June… not sure against
who or where yet … but stay tuned and be there to support
your club’s senior team!
Coach Noel
Final Score: 1-0 to Granville Waratah

Under 6 Red-WHT
The Red-Whites were thoroughly outclassed 10-0 on the weekend by the much more experienced, talented
and organised Lidcombe Waratah outfit but we tried our best and never gave up.
We played in the spirit of the game and although our opponents were better than us, we used it as an
opportunity to learn from how other teams play.
Good on you team! You all have massive hearts that just refuse to give
up. I’m very proud to coach you!
On Wednesday night (assuming the ground is open) look forward to
some drills about kicking off from the goal-line, as well a mini-game for
the last half hour for some fun!!!
Coach Paul
Final Score: 0-10 to Lidcombe Waratah
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Under 7 Blue
With only four players from the Blue team turning up on time, we began our match against Rydalmere FC.
For much of the duration in the first half it was an even battle. With Blue and the old Green team members
still trying gel as a team, the substitutions seem to have caused some confusion in the team as it allowed
Rydalmere to score an opportunistic goal.
It seemed to have an effect on Granville as thereafter team
was unusually subdued. There were pockets of individual skills
in ball control and dribbling, and some situational alertness
was also on display by Sadaf, Siddhant, Soham and Ethan.
Shreya who appeared for the first time, Rayan, Oliver,
Faheem and Darsh tried their best in the game. But as it
transpired, it was not enough.
Match report by Sandeep
Final score: 4-0 to Rydalmere FC

Under 7 Red
Our match away to Rydalmere FC on the weekend was our most thrilling yet! We found ourselves three
goals down pretty quickly into the game and the score could have been worse if the opposition had been
more accurate but we also saw goal-saving tackles from Dhruv, Harsh, Nathan, Gaby and Veydant.
We were missing Jordan and Eilam badly, but, to the team’s credit, we slowly but surely played ourselves
back into the game.
First to score for our team was Harsh who hadn’t yet scored this season but wasn’t he just thrilled to get on
the score sheet, his bemused face said it all: I’ve just scored a goal! Well done Harsh! The score is now 3-1
and suddenly there’s more energy from the team on the field.
Next to score was Troy who used his pace to get into a great position to
shoot and now it’s 3-2… the comeback is on!
Not to be outdone, Veydant soon got into the action with a great dribble
through the centre of the field and moments later we had equalised! It’s 3-3!! It’s game on!!!
Unfortunately, unlike the Miracle of Instanbul and despite some good attempts from Gaby, Nathan, and
Veydant, we didn’t go on to win as two moments where we temporarily lost concentration led to goals
from Rydalmere while we couldn’t conjure up another goal.
I am really proud of the team for not losing their spirit. It is not often you come back from being three goals
down, it is what makes the game of soccer so thrilling and why it is the world’s most popular sport.
Coach Andy
Final score: 5-3 to Rydalmere FC
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Under 8 Green
Our team started really well in the game against Newington on the weekend, attacking early and creating
some early attacks down the right flank with Adee the main play-maker.
We had some early opportunities to put away some goals but it just did not happen for Adee & Angus.
Finally after many attempts, midway through the first half a great opportunity availed by genius Adee put
the ball into the net. Our team almost conceded a late goal in the 1st half after our defense was caught out
but goalkeeper Tanay did enough to put the player off and with some scrambling by our defenders, Rayan
and Sarth managed to clear the ball out of the danger zone.
The second half started like the first with our team camped inside the opposition’s half. The last 10 minutes
of the game saw pressure within our half but our team managed to hold of the late attack to win the game.
The most outstanding player chosen this week was Rayan.
It is the first win of the season which came after very good show of team work. Well done team!
Match Report by Rashid.
Coach Steve
Final score: 1-0 to Granville Waratah

Under 8 Red
It was a nail-biter of a game against Parramatta City! The last time we played this team we were beaten 80 and we were without substitutes on the weekend. With winter upon us, the icy bites of the wind kept
some players at home. Despite this, our team played exceptionally well! It was an exciting game with a lot
of great team work.
Mathieu scored the goal of the game! Throughout the entire game, he was focused and in control of the
ball. He won the Star Player of the Week. Well done Mathieu!
Jack was a whip of flash lightning, whilst he defended the ball and Ethan used great passing strategies to
move the ball forward.
Leo was goalie in the first half, Rhys was goalie for the second half. They defended our goal well saved a lot
of goal attempts.
Elijah and Ulises did a great job at marking the players and reducing their chances of gaining the ball.
The star moment of the game was when a player missed the ball as it was kicked away
from them just before they got it. Their team mates rubbed their arm, or gave them a
high five. Our team have compassion for each other and a great sense of sportsmanship!
Good game team!
Match report by Sherina
Final score: 1-4 to Parramatta City
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Under 10 Div 1
As coaches we have the unenviable task of trying to ensure 16 players are rotated on and off the field for 50
minutes. For a novice coach this proved to be a daunting task in our game against Auburn District!
Despite this, our forwards worked together to score quickly and were able to continue scoring a respectable
four goals throughout the game, with their goalie scoring an accidental own goal.
However, our defence was not strong enough on the day and our midfield was continually left wide open.
With our defender Nabil injured, the rest of our defence lost focus and we walked away with a 7-5 loss.
Our goalie Andrew made some great saves and was rewarded with Most Improved this week and Tharuka
took out the Player of the Match for his consistent hard work at training and fancy foot work on the field.
Special mention goes to Yash & Olivier who scored some great goals.
Coach Jane
Final score: 7-5 to Auburn District

Under 11 Div 3
What a difference a week makes! On the weekend we tried a new formation and the result was much
better football in our match against Greystanes FC.
Everyone played well in their positions and the Player of the Match could have gone to anyone but in the
end Manraj received the recognition for what was a great effort considering he had never played his
position before today.
Our highlight player for the game was Gurneel who was playing his first game on the field for three weeks!
All in all, it was a great effort team!
A big thank you to Prakhar's family for doing the jerseys last week, Tyson's family for doing them this week
and Gene's family for organising the mandarins.
Coach Charles
Final score: 2-1 to Greystanes FC
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Under 13 Div 2
Despite the eventual score line, I felt very comfortable the team would not be beaten... so it was really a
question of whether we would win or not in our match against Greystanes FC.
As usual our defence was strong and too fast far for the opposition. We were never really threatened when
the speed of Sri and Nicholas is there to defend us. Even when their forwards had a head start, these two
speedsters ran them down every time.
So all we had to do was score goals... or at least one. Despite our first half dominance, we could not score.
Misses by Omar and Braha and great saves by their keeper kept them in the match. Kamail was getting
better at centre midfield and Deniz and Braha were feeding Hesam and Rohan out wide and the balls were
being crossed in but we went to half time 0-0.
I just told the boys to be patient, maintain our shape and structure and the goals would come.
We again dominated possession and territory in the second half but frustration was setting in as we still
couldn’t score. Greystanes’s goalkeeper was the Player of the Match as time and time again he saved his
team with a kick, punch, block or catch. Just when I started to think today might not be our day, Rohan got
the ball out wide, then after carving up his defenders, crossed the ball into the goal mouth area where after
a number of kicks and blocks and tackles amongst a lot players from both sides, finally super-sub Rodney
slotted in a goal to get us the victory we deserved!
Shortly after Himanshu got a through ball pass out wide on the left, beat two or three defenders over a long
solo run into the box and took a shot a goal... it was worthy of a save but the ball struck the keeper in the
gut… Another great save!?! The story of the match!
We are a very good team and after the game we all enjoyed singing the Victory Song…but we will need to
learn to score more goals from less attempts. Guess what we will be doing for training??!
Coach Noel
Final score: 0-1 to Granville Waratah

YOUTH 1 (Under 17 Div 1)
Our game against Merrylands SFC was second vs third on the ladder and a chance for two teams who have
been a little inconsistent to see who is better. After 90 minutes neither team could be separated as neither
team could score. This is our biggest problem!
In the first half we were playing some fine soccer football for all but the last 10 minutes. Excellent ball
movement and sticking to our game plan of stretching the defences by playing the ball wide, sped down the
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flanks and cutting the ball back in to our strikers to score. It worked a treat accept for the part where we
were supposed to score!
Anaya and especially Franklin on the wings received some excellent through balls from Ahmed, Rohith and
Eray… and had the crosses been a little better Baris should have had three or four easy tap ins… and it
would have been game over before half-time. Instead all but one of the crosses were shots across the face
of goal and missed, albeit closely.
To add to the frustration, Merrylands weren’t really threatening but one push into our box and they
managed to be awarded a soft penalty from an inconsistent referee. Despite that, our Man of the Match,
Omid in goals dived to his right to pull off a full stretch save and kept Merrylands goalless.
Half-time was a chance for the team to regroup and refocus on the game plan…but for whatever reason the
team, forgot what was working and despite a few close encounters within the 18 yard box, we still failed to
score. Our fullbacks were too good for the opposition and our scoring tactics need to sharpen up. We didn’t
play bad but I fear that was two points we let slip too easily when we believed we were the better team.
No Victory song on this occasion.
Coach Noel
Final Score: 0-0 vs Merrylands SFC

Full Results:
Age Grp / Div
06 Blue
06 Green
06 Red-BLK
06 Red-WHT
07 Blue
07 Red
08 Blue
08 Green
08 Red
09 Red
10/1
11/3
12/3
13/2
14/2
15/2
Youth/1
Youth/1 (State Cup)

Home Team
Rydalmere FC
Granville Waratah
Newington
Granville Waratah
Rydalmere FC
Rydalmere FC
Dundas United
Granville Waratah
Granville Waratah
Rydalmere FC
Auburn District
Greystanes FC
Granville Waratah
Greystanes FC
Granville Waratah
Granville Waratah
Merrylands SFC
Granville Waratah

Home Score

Away Score

10

4

4
0
5
5
3
1
1
0
8
2
1
0
3
2
0
1

3
10
1
3
0
0
4
6
4
1
1
1
0
5
0
0
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Away Team
Granville Waratah
Bye
Granville Waratah
Lidcombe Waratah
Granville Waratah
Parramatta City
Granville Waratah (Forfeit)
Newington
Parramatta City
Granville Waratah
Granville Waratah
Granville Waratah
Ermington United
Granville Waratah
Wenty Waratah
WentworthVille Uniting
Granville Waratah
Redfern Raiders
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TEN QUESTIONS
A regular feature of our newsletters, this is where we ask totally random (but coincidentally prominent)
people some questions to see what they make of the world… this week we have Under 13s player Rohan
Agarwal.
Rohan plays in the Under 13s Division 2 team. This is his first year of club soccer and he is playing a starring
role out on the wing, carving up the opposition. He has already won three Man of the Match Awards and is
doing his very best each week to help his team become Grand
Champions. We want to know what makes him tick, so we are
asking him 10 questions!
1. Favourite professional soccer player?
Neymar
2. Favourite breakfast cereal?
Nutrigrain as it tastes the best
3. Kebab or pizza?
Pizza
4. MacDonalds or KFC?
MacDonalds
5. Favourite superhero?
Batman
6. If you were an animal what would you be?
I would like to be a Great White Shark.
7. Favourite song on the radio right now?
Shape of You by Ed Sheeran
8. If you could have dinner with anyone in the world, who would it be with?
Neymar
9. If you had a time machine, where would you go?
I would go to the future a million years to see the technology and gadgets created
10. Your favourite Granville Waratah moment?
When I scored my first goal in my whole career and it was the first goal of season 2017!

We would like to thank our major sponsor:
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